Abstract  At this paper focus on Malicous Software also known as Malware APT1 (Advance Presistent Threat) codename WEBC2-DIV the most variants malware has criteria consists of Virus, Worm, Trojan, Adware, Spyware, Backdoor either Rootkit. Although, malware could avoidance scanning antivirus but reverse engineering could be know how dangerous malware infect computer client. Lately, malware attack as a form espionage (cyberwar) one of the most topic on security internet, because of has massive impact. Forensic malware becomes indicator sucessfull user to relized about malware infect. This research about reverse engineering. A few steps there are scanning, suspected packet in network and analysis of malware behavior and dissambler body malware.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently a number of program created for criminal and illegal purpose growth fast. This Program is malware that creates a growing organization, a criminal computer. Definitely, criminal malware take over client's computer and steal personal data, confidential or information of a beneficial nature. this case presure investigation digital forensic and research security to secure malware attack analysis and use tools that can be relied on beside antivirus.
Today, malware forensics take a part [4] . The aim malware forensic that can identified and analyzed malware which undefined. Many malware created has capable to avoid detection antivirus. Because of that, needs to know analyz malware should be detail about malware capability it self until known impact damage and theft personal data.
Privacy safety, integrity and availability in a real computer system is a challenging task. Increasing amount of system and complex malware between both of them makes secure protection and accurate every system could take time and prone to error.
Thanks to Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education for grant lecturer beginner research . The beginner lecturer research grant is hopeful that it will continue to automate malware detection cutting down scan time.
A discussion of the fundamental challenges and issues/characteristics of malware has been done. Identification of security and privacy issues within this framework are highlighted . Study of the widely used encryption techniques by malware damage in securing sensitive information on cloud is debated. Scope has been set for academicians and researchers. Diverse versions of the encryption techniques surveyed and analyzed to identify harmfull or damage for cloud security [11] .
II. LITERATUR REVIEW Malware analysis must be detailed and it take a long time. Malware avoid faced antivirus categorized good one. But, any aspect malware hide from antivirus and it's hard to detected. A few malware forensic tools can show value hidden malware is. In addition, forensic techniques on various tools and plugins more than avoidance analysis techniques. This has become one of the bases for software investigated [3] .
Malware analysis one of security computer analyzed malware, learn how and malware's behave. Malware analysis has two method statis analysis and dynamic analysis. Analysis statis is method dissamble malware without running. But, dynamic analysis is running malware and look for behave itself [18] proposed divided in two phases, first phase it classified packed and non-packed executables. Once an executable is classified as packed, the second phase of classification finds packed benign or packed malware executable. Result framework gain more than 99.9% accuracy in the first phase of classification and 95% accuracy in the second phase of classification [5] .
High demand Internet data transfer needs is highly dependent on social factors. because the development of technology is increasingly encouraged to understand the mobility of end user needs. not limited only that Human Resources must also be encouraged to know more about the latest technology updates [14] .
At this paper focus on malware forensic, a few malware has typical one of virus, trojan, adware, spyware, backdoor, and rootkit capable attack fast to infect operating system [6] .
III. TAXONOMY OF MALICIOUS SOFTWARE
Created malicious software high growth for cyberwar and spionage there are computer virus which might be confused, such as backdoor, worm and etc [5] . According that following paragraphs offer definitions of these types of malicious software and explanations:
A. Malware Contraction of malicious software. Put simply, malware is any piece of software that was written with the intent of doing harm to data, devices or to people. Theses family of malware, including worms, viruses, Trojan horses, backdoors, bombs and rootkits.
B. A Trojan horse
a program that appears to be legal and executed by victim that gives the attacker unauthorised remote access to a system it can be harmful or advantages by attacker.
C. A virus
Recursive code it can replicates itself. In other words, virus could attach in processes or be harm on computer.
D. A worm
Infect computer needs skill social engineering, does not host or human to propagate. Worm works on file-transport or information-transport features on the system, allowing it to travel unaided.
E. Rootkits
Special tools used to attacker that allows someone to takeover a computer without the computer user/owner knowing about.
F. A backdoor
After take over computer victim's by bypass defense system operating. in could gain unauthorised access and remote. Analysis malware, there are two main techniques for analysis malware that are the most commonly used method was static analysis and dynamic analysis. Static analysis is a method of analysis of malware that done without running the malware, so analysis using this method is much more secure than using the method of dynamic analysis. Step before doing reverse engineering, host to do dissambler at OS Parrot OS and Kernel 3. Then, malicious embedded itself on regedit, explorer.exe and body. There is not clone itself but the developer WEBC2-DIV makes to hard remove them from PC victims.
IV. ANALYSIS
WEBC2-DIV used to espionage activities performed there are : (1) Phising email, (2) Phising login credential, (3) Backdoor, (4) Remote trojan. This malware well-known since 2010. That does not out posibility malware WEBC2-DIV do update itself by creator then encryption in body malware more difficult than before.
At last word, this research aims to tell careful about what we download and installed on computer or laptop. Many programs created to have special infected and record anything if victim connected to internet.
